
Discovery LINO to Leadership Strategy Report 
NOTE:  These are clips of parts of the Introductory Report - this is not the full report.  

The introductory report includes only three of the five sciences. 

  

This report is a great summary of all of the information found in the LINO to Leader-

ship Strategy. In this first section you see quick summaries of each Leadership Style, 

then in the second section you see a basic recipe for each style with calculated rankings 

for each ingredient, and then in the third section you see the calculated ranking of 

each Leadership Style.  As you can clearly see in the report Samantha's top rated 

Leadership Style is Pacesetting, and the bottom ranking is the Affiliative Style. 
  

Of course the specific area Samantha needs to focus on would really depend on what 

her current leadership position demands for success.  If her position requires a Paceset-

ting leader, this would be great for her.  However, if her position required a mixture of 

a Visionary and a Pacesetting leader, we would know where to start with her leader-

ship development. 
  
  

 
  
  

This report also shows each of the ingredients in the assessment used to develop the LI-

NO to Leadership Report, and the power of each one developed in an algorithm.  In 

this clip it shows the Behaviors break down.  All of the sciences are done the same way 

providing you with a thorough understanding of what gaps and strengths you have in 

great detail so you do not have to wonder about your strengths and gaps. 
  

 
  
  

The report does a good job providing different views of your strengths and gaps.  In 

this chart you will see how Samantha ranks in each of the four Leadership Domains, as 

well as the eighteen Leadership Capabilities that make up the domains.  Again, with a 

chart like this you do not have to guess what your strengths and gaps are in the areas 

that make up leadership. 
  

For example, as a coach I can tell Samantha that her biggest strength is in Self-

Management, and her biggest gap is in Self-Awareness.  I know our first focus for de-

velopment would be in the capability areas of Emotional Self Awareness and Accurate 

Self-assessment. 
  
  

 


